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Abstract— In the Robot Soccer domain of RoboCup, a coach
robot is allowed to provide strategic information to its team
mates from the sidelines. To explore the possibilities and
reliability of using a robot coach from a vision and localization
perspective, our project looks at the ways to aid a robot player
on the field. For the scope of the project, we restrict to one-
way communication in the form of UDP packets from the
coach to a single player on the field. We analyse aspects of
robot detection and ball detection from the coach’s view (fixed
position above the ground), directing a player towards a ball
obstructed from the player’s view and qualitatively explore
methods for localization of the robot player on the field using
the coach. Detection of ball and robot player are shown to be
reliable though distance measures from the coach’s perspective
are not very reliable, especially due to motion blur as the coach
robot explores the field. Probabilistic approaches to account for
inaccuracies in vision based distances will be relevant to explore
the limits of a coach’s use in directing a robot player on the
field effectively.

I. INTRODUCTION

Our project is based on programming the coach to aid
a player on the robot in an intelligent way which can
potentially lead to overall improvement in team performance.
We look at two sub-problems the coach can solve to help
other robot players on the field. Both these problems require
integration of different aspects of the Robot Soccer domain
- such as vision, localization, behaviors and communication
setup. The challenge is in attacking each sub-part individu-
ally and then integrating it all together.

The first task will be to make the robot player on the
field approach a ball occluded from its view by an obstacle.
An example of the field setup can be seen in Fig. ??. The
coach is placed on top of a table, having the top view of
the field (higher than other player robots). This viewpoint
can be useful for robot players on the field when the ball
is occluded by other teammates or opponents. Every team
player can still have an estimate of the ball, based on the
coach’s view of the field. So even though the ball will
be occluded to robot players, they can still plan to move
towards the coach’s estimate of the ball. According to rules of
RoboCup, the robot must communicate to its teammates with
a maximum of 81 characters at a time in human-readable
form. To make a robot player follow a coach’s commands,
the first task is to establish communication between the coach
and the player. The RoboCup domain allows communication
between the player and the coach via UDP using an inter-
mediate application called GameController. For the purpose
of this project, we make the coach directly talk to the player.
Another important aspect for the coach to make reliable
strategic decisions is the detection of the robot player on

the field and the Discarding false positives for the ball from
a higher viewpoint

Finally it is important that the coach be able to navigate
the robot player without providing exact location coordinates
on the field as per RoboCup rules. Hence in our project, the
coach plan’s the movement of the player on the field around
obstacles (from a source to a destination point on the field)
by using the shortest path algorithm [?] treating the fixed
beacons on the field as landmark nodes on a graph connected
by edges representing directly traversable paths n the fields
between beacons (line joining two beacons on the field being
free from obstacles).

We also look at another problem of localization for the
kidnapped robot problem. The idea is to test if communica-
tion with the coach is useful to solve the kidnapped robot
problem faster than the traditional particle filter approach.
Again this would require setting up a reliable communication
between the coach and the robot player on the field, along
with reliable robot detection from the coach’s view by
avoiding false positives and detecting robots from any view
or orientation.

We look at the inherent vision challenges in detail for
both these problems and also present ways for the coach
to navigate and localize the robot player. We use relative
distances between the beacons on the field and the robot
player to determine how the robot should localize itself on
the field. We find that detection by the coach for the robot and
ball are very reliable though distance measures may alone not
be enough to localize a player on the field.

II. RELATED WORK

A robot coach in the domain of Robot Soccer can be
extremely beneficial in providing advice to improve the
team’s performance. It can provide strategic advice to a
team of players (formation, playing mode such as offensive,
defensive, role assignments) against an adversarial team. It
can also guide individual robots to achieve individual goals
such as following a ball, scoring a goal etc. Our work will
focus on the latter aspect of coach behavior, the aid which a
coach can provide to an individual robot. We highlight here
some of the related work to our proposal. To motivate the
need for a coach we throw some light on previous work
done with coach behavior by successful RoboCup teams.
We then highlight some work in the areas of vision and
localization which provide fundamental insights to dealing
with challenges outlined in our proposal.



A. Coach Behaviors

• The main goal of the coach is to determine plans for
the robot players on the field ahead of time. According
to the rules outlined by the RoboCup Standard Platform
League Rule Book [1] (Section 2.4 and 2.6), a coach
can have a one-way communication with robot players
on the field. The coach must communicate indirectly
with the players via a dedicated GameController, must
observe the game from an external position. The coach
must sit or kneel on a table above the ground. It
can only move its arms and head and cannot walk.
Messages can only be 81 bytes long, in the form of
standard messages provided by the GameController.
The GameController only accepts messages every 10
seconds and discards the rest. The messages must be
in human-readable format and must not contain any
numbers. In our work, we will incorporate these rules
outlined by the rule book. Our message texts to the
robot player on the field will be meant to direct the
robot to certain areas of the field (lower right, upper
left etc) or move/turn in a certain direction. We will
minimize the use of any numbers as much as possible.

• Following guidelines set in previous years by the
RoboCup committee, many researchers have imple-
mented different behaviors to best utilize the coach
for the team. Takahashi et al [10] introduce a multi-
layered learning system for the coach to teach new
behaviors to a learner robot on the field. This work
is one of the motivations of using a coach to provide
intelligent learning capabilities to a robot player. The
paper is motivated by the idea that a human instructs or
shows some example behaviors to the robot to accelerate
the learning before it starts to learn. They show that
instructions given by a coach significantly improve the
learning and reduce the learning time. Even though we
don’t want to teach a robot to learn behaviors over
time, our simple problem statement will use the coach
to provide instructions to perform a behavior such as
walk to a ball. We will just not store such behaviors for
future use as they do in this paper.
The authors decompose a long time-scale behavior into
a sequence of simple behaviors and divide the search
space into smaller search spaces. The robot starts to
learn in easy situations to accomplish a given task at the
earlier stages of learning and learns in more difficult sit-
uations at the later stages to accelerate the learning the
purposive behavior. They propose a behavior acquisition
method based on a hierarchical multi-module leaning
system. As part of this system, a robot learner can
interpret coach instructions by referring to previously
learned behaviors and creating new behaviors if needed.
The coach has apriori knoweldge of tasks to be learned
by the learner. In our work too, we define apriori what
the coach will instruct the robot to do. After some
instructions, the learner segments the whole task into

a sequence of subtasks, acquires a behavior for each
subtask, finds the purpose of the instructed task, and
acquires a sequence of behaviors to accomplish the
task by itself. Since our desired behavior is not very
complex, we will not be using such a decomposition
approach.
The input to and output from the higher level are the
goal state activation and the behavior command. When
a module receives the behavior command from the
higher modules, it calculates the optimal policy for its
own goal, and sends action commands to the lower
module, which is then translated to an action command
at the lower level, which the robot executes in the
environment.
The learner robot evaluates a module by checking
how suitable its policy is with respect to the subtask.
The module is chosen as valid for a subtask if its
policy achieves the subtask even if the greedy policy is
different from the example presented. If not, it adds a
new module. We do not focus any such learning aspect,
whereas we consider hard-coded behaviors such as and
instruct the robot player each time to follow them as
directed.
The authors conduct experiments using a small
omnidirectional mobile robot. We will be using the
Aldebaran Nao’s for our work. They also use color-
based image processing to detect the ball and opponent
in the environment. The learner robot learns 3 tasks -
1. chasing the ball
2. shooting a ball into the goal without obstacles
3. shooting the ball into the goal with an obstacle

The subtasks for going to a ball and goal use behavior
modules from task 1. However turning around the ball
requires adding new modules. The learned module has
a policy of going around the ball until the directions to
the ball and the goal become the same. For task 3, the
learned module acquired the behavior of going to the
intersection between the opponent and the goal while
avoiding collision with the obstacle

• Coach robots are extensively used in the simulated
version of RoboCup. In the simulator, positions of
ball and robot are known apriori (there is no use of
vision), in other words perfect sensing is assumed. This
assumption does not translate well to the real-world
and therefore the results seen in simulation cannot be
replicated exactly on real robots. However, it is still a
good paradigm to understand what is possible assuming
vision is perfect and sets a benchmark for real-worl
behaviors.
Riley et al [7] provide an empirical study of coaching
for the simulated RoboCup domain. Implemented a
coach for Soccer Server System which is the simulated
robot cup environment. A standard communication lan-
guage CLang is used to communicate with the robot
players. The coach knows the position and velocity of
all players and the ball but does not directly observe the



actions or perceptions of the agent. In our project, the
coach will not be able to see actions or the perceptions
of the player similar to the simulation, however there
is one major distinction. We will be using vision to
determine the ball & player positions and velocities.
They learn from logs of past games to perform three
kind of learning:

– formation learning from past play
– set-play planning - coach uses model of adversary

from past plays to direct players to execute a
specific plan

– passing rule behavior - coach learns clusters in
space and conditions that define passing behaviors.

CLang allows messages of the form of condition-action
rules for the player. Conditions include relative, absolute
positions of ball, play mode, current player owning
the ball. Actions include directions to pass, dribble,
move to an area of a field, get to a defensive position
against an opponent etc. In our work we will only be
using messages to communicate to a single player. So
conditions will include position of ball and actions will
include directions to move to an area of the field.
In [7] The coach uses an axis aligned rectangle for each
player to interpret formations. The formation learning
by the coach takes place in two phases - first plausible
rectangles are learned independently for each player
using the mean and standard deviation of robot player
positions, then pairwise correlations among players are
learned. This is a higher level formation learning captur-
ing the movements of more than one player as the ball
moves around in the field. Particularly this uses a hill
climbing search to find a stable position of the system,
assuming a spring of length equivalent to the mean
distance between players connected between centers of
rectangles for different players. Another spring of zero
rest length attached to the center of a robot’s initial and
final position at end of phase 1 learning to capture its
variance in movement.
During set plays, extra time is used by the coach robot
to plan changes in ball and player movements utilizing
the opponent’s data. Ball passing patterns are learned
by the coach from log plays. All these approaches can
be helpful to learn the formation of other teams and
imitate them and plan against them. In our work, we
do not wish to provide strategic team advice to multiple
robots or learn any motion patterns, but its is interesting
to understand the scope of use for a successful coach
robot. We will use the coach to localize a single robot
player on the field and detect and track the ball from
the coach’s perspective. For this we will need to split
the field into different areas to be able to communicate
to the robot where to go without using numerical data.

• We look at another successful simulator coach robot by
Kuhlman et al[5]. The coach again has access to log
files of previous plays, which contains robot positions,
ball positions and the player information who possesses

the ball. The coach figures out the strategy (offensive,
defensive) being used by opponent team from the logs
and generates an appropriate strategy for its own team.
A coach in the simulated domain can also access log
files of other teams to learn how they strategize and de-
velop formations against opponents. This can be useful
to mimic strategies of other teams against opponents.
The authors describe their approach of treating advice
giving as a machine learning problem in contrast to
previously hand coded coaches. The coach was the
champion in the RoboCup Simulated Soccer League in
2003 versus other coach robots. In providing strategic
advice, their approach makes two assumptions which
we cannot make:

– assume perfect sensing (noise free omniscient view
at all times)

– access to previous past logs of a game to provide
strategic insights.

The coach robot makes use of the standard one-way
communication using CLang. The input to the learn-
ing module is a set of past play logs with average
locations of players and the ball, passes, dribbles, ball
possessions. The outcome of their learning paradigm is
to generate player models for each team. Three kinds
of advice can be provided - formational, defensive or
offensive. The learnt advice is sent to a coachable
team before a match along with some hand coded
rules about general game play included for a team
of heterogeneous robot players (players chosen from
different home teams).
They train a classifier (a series of decision trees) to
predict the next high-level event to occur given the
current state of the game. To encode the simulators
state, they used a large set of features including the
positions of all 22 players, the position of the ball,
and the distances between them. train , one for each
modeled player. The structure of a decision tree is easily
understandable and can be converted into Clang advice.
In their experiments, they learnt that modifying some
hand-coded rules but retaining the learning algorithm,
the UT Austin Villa team moved to first place by the
second round. In our work, we will also incorporate
hand-made rules (and not any learning) since the scope
of our project does not include learning new behaviors
for game-play or against an adversary team. These
papers pertaining to the simulator are a motivation for
what all is possible using a coach robot and setting
a benchmark for coach behaviors of the Humanoid
RoboCup League.

B. Vision

Now we look at how a vision module would typically work
on autonomous robots which require real-time processing.
For applications such as robot soccer, accuracy of the vision
module is very essential as it drives the localization and
behavior modules. Accurate segmentation and detection of



objects is necessary to detect and track static as well as
moving objects on a soccer field. This further enables the
robot to localize itself on the field and plan behaviors
for its next move in the game. Vision continues to pose
challenges in real-time robotics domains and there is often
a trade off between algorithm accuracy/generalization and
memory/processing time requirements.

The techniques used are mostly related to color-based
segmentation which need to be robust, efficient and im-
plementable on a consumer hardware system. The domain
of robot soccer is simplified than real-world environments
which increases reliance on heuristics and threshold values
to explicitly filter out noise and false positive detections.
Specifically in our project, we need to be able to determine
heuristics and features which will help discard false positives
from a higher view for the ball and robot player.

• The paper by Veloso et al. [12] describes the basic
segmentation algorithm which we incorporate in our
project for detecting objects on the field. A novel
approach is presented for a cheap and fast color seg-
mentation algorithm to be implemented on real-time
autonomous agents (consumer hardware) such as robot
soccer players. Real-time speeds are achieved for seg-
menting regions into 32 color classes simultaneously
through constant thresholding in a projected color space.
The use of a camera hardware which directly provides
YUV color space values has 2 advantages: (1) It makes
use of a robust color space (U and V channels capture
the chrominance and Y captures intensity) and (2) there
is no software penalty for transforming RGB to a differ-
ent color space. The segmented regions are then merged
and their properties are stored for the localization and
behavior modules.
This paper performs a three step process to detect
objects using color-based segmentation:

– Thresholding - A pixel can be classified to a color
class by using two thresholds along each of the
dimensions. Instead of using 6 comparisons for
each color class, the authors propose the use of
boolean valued decomposition (after discretization)
of the multi-dimensional threshold corresponding
to each color class. Only two AND operators are
used to determine class membership, thus enabling
faster lookup. Arrays for each color class can be
combined to simultaneously check for membership
to multiple classes with the two AND operators.

– Connected regions - First a run length encoded
(RLE) version of classified image is computed.
Similar pixels in the horizontal direction are then
merged. For merging similar pixels in the vertical
direction, tree-based union find with path compres-
sion is used. This is achieved in two passes of
an initially disjoint forest. The first pass connects
pixels belonging to adjacent rows. The second pass
is used to update the label of each run to a unique

parent identifying a connected region.
– Extracting region information such as bounding

box, centroid, size of merged regions in a single
pass of the image - Region labels are renumbered
to correspond to its index in the region table for
faster lookup. Finally regions of separate colors are
stored in separate lists and each list is sorted by size
of the region.

We use this very successful approach of color-based
segmentation in our algorithm with 8 color classes,
where orange color class pertains to the robot; blue and
pink to robot jerseys; robot white to robot’s body color;
green for the field. We also employ pink, yellow, blue
and white colors for beacons (landmarks on the field).
There is a high chance that simply using this approach
can lead to many false positives for all of these objects.

• To better deal with false positives particulary for the
robot and ball detection, we use heuristics and features
presented by Menashe et al[6]. Many objects surround
a RoboCup field can be confused for false positives of
relevant objects. [6] uses Gaussian fitness scores to eval-
uate possible detected objects. This approach is shown
to work better than binary cutoffs for sanity checks
on each object measurement. Moreover using Gaussian
fitness computations, simultaneous feature evaluations
can be performed on detected object candidates in
parallel.
For orange blobs (i.e. potential ball detections), follow-
ing features are computed:

– Orange percentage within the ball
– Green or white percentage below the ball
– Circle deviation
– World height (i.e. the Z coordinate in the world

frame)
– Discrepancy between width-based and kinematics-

based distance estimates
– Distance from field edges along the ground plane

(0 within the field)
– Velocity between frames

For robots following statistics are computed:
– Width over height
– Height over width
– (Kinematics-based distance)/(width-based distance)
– (Kinematics-based distance)/(height-based

distance)
– Percentage of correct jersey color found in the

jersey blob
– Percentage of green/white/grey pixels found below

the jersey
– Percentage of jersey color/green/white/grey pixels

found along the whole robot
– Chest height

A mean feature vector for the target object based o
the above measurements is computed. One-dimensional
standard deviation is also computed by examining in-
dividual measurements from known detections. A diag-



onal covariance matrix is defined using these standard
deviations. Gaussian fitness scores are computed with
respect to the mean and covariance matrix using mul-
tivariate Gaussian distributions. They essentially con-
struct a hyperplane for binary classification. They use a
cutoff of 0.3 to distinguish a true positive from a false
positive, corresponding to approximately 1.5 standard
deviations in the univariate case. They show a useful
improvement over binary accept/reject approaches.
In their experiments they show how they robustly dis-
card false positives. This will be very helpful for us
since we expect to see many false positive outside the
field and floating in the air from the robot’s perspective.
Accounting for perceived velocity can allow the ball
detector to avoid switching randomly between ball
candidates when there are multiple valid detections in
view. Setting the expected velocity to 0, can essentially
tell the detector to prefer choosing one ball consistently
rather than switching back. Their experiments also show
a strong preference for the ball that is on the ground
versus on a height, which will be very beneficial for us.

• Another team (B-Human) [2] described their vision
module used for robot recognition in the RoboCup
Standard Platform League as well as an algorithm
to track the recognized robots. This paper presents
solutions to reliably detect Nao robots via vision and to
track these detected robots using a Kalman filter-based
approach. At the time this report was written, robots
used team markers around the waist instead of jerseys.
Although we will not be using waist markers, we will
use head-markers for the robot on the field based on how
standard jersey detection works. Heuristics presented in
this paper are useful for detecting such markers reliably.
Instead of run-length encoding [12] they use a region
building approach using scanlines. By starting at the
center of mass of the team marker region and scanning
horizontally, they determine a more precise width of the
team marker. They add vertical scanlines to determine
a polygon that describes the team marker region. The
computed regions are checked for qualitative features-
curvature, extended, extremum [4]. These features are
invariant against scale, translation and rotation. These
are normalized for a polygon to lie between [0,1]. To
evaluate a shape, it is checked if they are within a
certain interval. We will also check for minimal and
maximal size of the jersey area. We will not be using
this heuristic as based on the orientation of the robot
only a part of the jersey might be visible to the coach.
They also use aspect ratio based heuristics for the
goal post. Initially we will ignore distinguishing the
blue jersey from the goal post since our project demo
will not involve the goal. However, if needed we can
use other heuristics described in this paper to detect
homogeneous robot white blobs below and above the
jersey to distinguish from the goal.
To localize the robot, they find a point that allows
the localization of the robot on the field. Since it

is inaccurate to determine the robots position by just
knowing the position of the team marker, they search
for the first green area below the robot, so that it can
be projected as a pixel on the field. We will be using a
similar approach to verify if the detected robot is correct
or not. However for localization we will use beacons as
landmarks in a particle filter.
They track detected robots using a Kalman filter. We
will assume the robots move slowly enough to rely on
frame-by-frame detections instead of a tracker. In fact,
they do not use a real Kalman filter, since they did
not implement a realistic motion model. They assuming
that all recognized robots do not move, which may not
be always true for us. They add a significant noise in
each cycle so that we can react faster to the robots
movements. Thus, motion is considered as noise, which
is not very inaccurate since most of the robots of the
Standard Platform League usually do not move very fast
yet.
They conduct three experiments to verify how well other
robots are localized as viewed by one of the robot
players on the field. In one experiment the robot simply
stands and turns its head. In the second experiment, the
robot moves its head left and right and walks on the
center of the field without any translation or rotation.
In the last experiment, they controlled the robot via a
joystick. The localization error oscillated significantly
in the last case since motions were very curvy and
imprecise rotational odometry data had a great impact
on the localization error. Keeping this result in mind, it
is important that the robot player in our project walks
stably and does not move very fast while changing
directions.
Finally to robustly recognize robots that are more than
2.6m away using this approach is hardly possible, how-
ever 2.2m away can be detected reliably. In our project
we would expect the robot to be between 1-3 meters
away, hence it will be improtant to check the robustness
of detection using the run-length encoding apparoach
[12]. The average localization error was always less than
25 cm, if the observing robot did not walk. Our coach
will not walk either so this can gives some error bounds
we should aim for.

• The BHuman team described how they detect robots in
another recent report [8]. Their robot detection module
recognizes standing and fallen robots up to seven meters
away in less than two milliseconds of computation time.
This is more than sufficient than what we need for our
work. Unlike our color-based run-length encoding for
segmentation, they use scan lines to detect objects. They
scans for jerseys on the robots to get their team color.
Initially, the approach searches for robot parts within
the field boundary. From there on it scans down in
vertical lines with growing space between the pixels.
The space and its growing rate are calculated from the
distance of the corresponding points on the field. Every
pixel scanned this way is marked yellow in the picture.



If there are a couple of non-green pixels scanned in a
vertical line, then the lowest of these pixels gets marked
with a small orange cross. These are possible spots at
the feet and hands of a robot, and they can be merged to
a bounding box. After calculating the surrounding box,
the method searches for a jersey within it and sets the
color of the box to red or blue if successful.
Although we will not be using scanlines, we will
however be looking for color regions around potential
jerseys (robot parts) and the green field if needed.
Although we cannot directly use this approach, there
are some interesting heuristics which will be useful for
robot detection in our work.

C. Localization

Finally, we describe some techniques that are common
for localization in the RoboCup domain to localize a robot
player and solve the kidnapped robot problem. In our project
we assume the coach robot remains static and will have a
fixed view of the field. This will allow the coach to instantly
determine in which part of the field the robot player is,
assuming the detection works reliably. We will however
compare the estimate of the coach with the robot player’s
own estimate of its position on the field. The robot player
would use a particle filter based approach and use the 6
beacons at the edge of the field as landmarks.

• Thrun et al.[11] describe the formulation and fundamen-
tals of the non-parametric class of Bayes’s filter called
Particle filter. They are an alternative to Gaussian filters
(Kalman filters) which were unimodal and could mostly
localize well locally. Non-parametric filters have high
representational power but this is achieved at the cost of
computational inefficiency. They are good for estimating
multi-modal distributions and global localization.
Non-parametric filters approximate posteriors by a finite
number of values, each roughly corresponding to a
region in state space. This is achieved by decomposition
of the state space, in which each such value corresponds
to the cumulative probability of the posterior density in
a compact subregion of the state space. Approximation
of the the state space is thus performed by random
samples drawn from the posterior distribution. The
number of parameters used for such a filter can be varied
(based on the complexity of the posterior), which then
determines the quality of approximation.
The key idea of the particle filter is to represent the
posterior belief xt by a set of random state samples
drawn from the posterior. Such a representation is
approximate, but it is non-parametric, and therefore can
represent a much broader space of distributions than,
for example, Gaussians. Each particle is a hypothesis
of what the true world state might be at time t. Particle
set for state Xt is constructed recursively from the set
xt−1.
The real-trick of the particle filter happens in the re-
sampling step (where a set of particles of size M at
time t is transformed into another set of particles of the

same size after incorporating the measurement - which
provides the importance weight for each particle i.e. the
probability at which a particle should be re-samples with
replacement). It refocuses the particle set to regions in
state space with high posterior probability. By doing
so, it focuses the computational resources of the filter
algorithm to regions in the state space where they matter
the most.
We will be using a particle filter as the baseline ap-
proach of a robot player localizing itself as described
above. The main criteria to evaluate whether the coach
provides a useful way to localize the player and solve
the kidnapped robot problem will be the time taken
by either approaches for localization to converge after
kidnapping.

• Fox [3] describes an alternative approach to adaptively
sample particles during the resampling step of the
particle filter algorithm. The presented method provides
improved accuracy in performance. Currently we use
a fixed number of particles in our approach which
performs well in practice since the robot soccer field
environment is not very complex. However this method
has the potential to serve as a better baseline against
the robot coach.
Fox uses a statistical approach to increasing the effi-
ciency of particle filters by adapting the size of sam-
ple sets during the estimation process. KLD-sampling
method is to bound the approximation error introduced
by the sample-based representation of the particle filter.
The approximation error is measured by the Kullback-
Leibler distance. A small number of samples are chosen
if the density is focused on a small part of the state
space, and a large number of samples are chosen if the
state uncertainty is high. Both the implementation and
computation overhead of this approach are small. Dras-
tic improvements over particle filters with fixed sample
set sizes and over a previously introduced adaptation
technique are reported.
The algorithm determines the number of samples
needed such that, with probability 1 - δ, the error
between the true posterior and the sample-based ap-
proximation is less than ε. The difference to the original
algorithm is that one has to keep track of the number k
of supported bins and the number of desired samples.
The bins can be implemented either as a fixed, multi-
dimensional grid, or more compactly as tree structures
. our approach adapts the number of samples based on
the approximation error introduced by the sample-based
representation. It uses the predictive belief state as an
estimate of the underlying posterior.
Even though we do not intend to implement this ap-
proach, based on the results obtained with the standard
particle filter baseline, the coach based localization
could also be compared with this approach.



III. APPROACH

A. Robot player detection by the coach

For the coach to determine a robot player’s state or to
provide any strategic information on what to do next, it is
very important that the coach reliably be able to detect the
robot on the field. To aid the coach, the robot is allowed to
wear a certain color jersey - specifically ble and pink as in the
RoboCup games. These colors are distinctly different from
other important objects such as the ball, the robot bodies
and the field. To reliably detect robots we first detect blobs
using run-length encoding based segmentation as described
by [12]. Then we employ heuristics used by Menashe et
al. [6] to compute the likelihood of a blob to belong to a
robot, such as jersey color blob density, jersey color blob
aspect ratio, minimum number of pixels for jersey color,
white pixels certain distance above the the jersey (part of
the robot’s head). We also reduce a confidence likelihood
avoid common beacon colors like yellow, blue, pink below
the appropriate jersey color blob, sufficient number of white
pixels around the jersey (detected body of robot), jersey color
percentage inside the robot’s bounding box, white and green
pixels percentage inside the robot body’s bounding box. The
bounding box of the robot body is computed by using the
known aspect ratio of the robot’s body compared to the
aspect ratio of the jersey. Based on the area of the detected
jersey, the bounding box is extended proportionately to be
considered as the robot body. Inside this bounding box, all
other heuristics are computed and used.

B. Ball detection by the coach

To reliably detect the ball from the coach’s view, three
aspects are important. First is to remove false positives
floating in air. This is done by using the estimated distance
of the ball obtained from the camera matrix, which can
project and give an estimate of the real-world width of the
blob. That width can be compared to the known real-world
radius of the ball to discard blobs that are not likely on
the ground. Secondly, considering discarding blobs beyond
a certain distance (i.e. the projected distance to ground) based
on the ground. The balls outside the field or in the air can
be discarded if the distance after projecting to the ground
(assuming zero height) is very large. Finally, no camera
is perfecta nd thus requires tuning ball distances. We use
a linear model to correct for estimation errors in detected
distances. We also use another team’s implementation to
account for good heuristics for ball detection such as aspect
ratio, density and overall blob confidence computation.

C. Path planning using beacons

To direct a robot to move towards an obstructed object not
in its own view, the coach should send commands in human-
readable format. Dijkstra’s algorithm [9] is used to find the
shortest path from a source node to a destination node in a
graph. The graph is constructed by treating beacons as the
nodes. We assume the beacons on the field are landmark
nodes and create edges between these nodes based on which
beacon can be reached directly from another beacon, give

Fig. 1. Field setup for localization

the obstructing obstacle placed on the field. An example of
the field setup for the experiment can be seen in Fig.4 and 2
were the robot player is expected to reach the obstructed ball
without hitting the obstacle on its path. The graph that will
be used for such a setup is shown in Fig. 3. The starting node
(beacon) is computed by the coach based on its estimate of
the closest beacon to the robot player on the field. The target
node (beacon) is assumed to be known (the closest beacon
to the ball/obstacle) by the coach apriori. A path is thus
computed for the robot player to reach the target ball without
hitting/passing through the obstacle. The behavior followed
by the coach to send messages is described in Algorithm
1. The player on the field waits for a message (in the form
of a string describing the beacon to be approached). Once it
receives a message, the player looks for that beacon and then
moves towards it. The player stops when it is close to the
beacon and then waits for the next message from the coach
until the robot sees the ball itself and stops close to it.

a0 ← beacon closest to robot
an ← beacon closest to ball
{a0, a1, . . . , an} ← djikstra(a0, an)
path = {a0, a1, . . . , an}
active node ← a0
i← 0
while active node 6= an do

msg ← active node
send(msg)
if robot close to active node then

active node ← ai
end

end
Algorithm 1: Coach’s message passing algorithm to reach
the obstructed ball, avoiding the obstacle

D. Communication between the coach and robot player

The purpose of the coaching robot is to observe the game
from an external position and to give tactical and strategic



Fig. 2. The field setup for the robot approaching an obstructed ball

Fig. 3. The graph used by Djikstra based on the fixed location of the
obstacle and ball

advice to its teams field players. This is realized by sending
messages via a dedicated GameController interface which
is essentially a Java application which could run on any
machine on the same network as the robots and coach.
However, due to connectivity issues in the lab, we switched
to communication directly between the coach and the robot
player on the field As described in [], the coaching robot is
not supposed to be placed on the field. We kept our robot
on a chair at a height of ... The coaching robot never stood
up on the seat. For safety reasons, it is not allowed to move
(except its head and arms) or to enter a pose different from
ordinary seating. The coaching robot, the robot player on the
field, and the machines streaming the data from both robots
were connected to the router to be on the same network with
non-conflicting IP addresses. The positions of the seats are
not specified in detail and might differ from field to field,
hence we used a normal seating chair in the lab. However,
at each field there will be marked coaching zones in which
the coaching robots can be placed. We use a position close
to a goal on the field as shown in Fig. 2

Wireless robot-to-robot communication messages are sent
via UDP, the SPL standard message packet is used, and not
more than five messages per robot per second are sent. For
the purpose of the project, the coach continually send mes-
sages and the player robot receives them through a listening
thread running in the background. Though the player robot
only processes and acts on the messages selectively. It is

important to note that the thread listening to the robot is
a blocking thread and would only proceed if a message is
received. We used a single UDP port on which broadcast is
usually permitted and we also keep our communication one-
way with only the coach sending messages to the robot and
not vice versa. No team or robot should listen into another
teams communication but for the scope of this project we
only had to deal with one coach and one robot. The messages
should have a maximum size of 81 bytes in a human-readable
format and may not contain any numbers. We follow these
guidelines and only send messages consisting of beacon
names (beacons are treated as landmarks to be approached).
The coach packet’s message field is filled and set a team
number that matches the number expected by the player. On
the receiving end, the player listens for broadcasts in the
form of SPLCoachMessage packets from the coach and the
coach message is pulled out of the packet.

The team config window in the tool was used to ensure
all team number settings for the coach and player were
consistent. Moreover the data.yaml file on the robot had to
be configured to assign the role of coach/player to the robot,
assign a team number, fix the world position of the coach, set
the broadcast address etc. It is very easy to make mistakes
with networking issues it was helpful to use wireshark to
capture network packets and see what packets are getting
through, as well to see where messages could be getting
lost. The credentials in the config.yaml file of the robot has
the SSID, the password to connect external laptops/machines
to the same network.

E. Localization

The coach is located at a fixed position with respect to
the field. This gives the advantage of the beacon positions
never changing with respect to the coach. For the task of
localization, we assume the robot needs to reach the center
of the field no matter where it starts from or if it is kidnapped
once localized. The coach’s overhead view reliably estimates
the distances between the detected beacons and the robot
player on the field. So we make use of these relative distances
between the robot player and the beacon’s from the coach’s
perspective to . To localize the robot to the center of the field,
an estimate of distances between the robot player and the
beacons from the coach’s view is maintained and compared
with an ideal set of distances if the robot player were at
the center of the field. This is described in Algorithm 2.
The coach sends the message in the form of beacon names
(which the robot should approach) or a stop message when
the robot reaches the center. For localization, the robot is
continuously listening to the coach’s message and acting on
it. So as it approaches one beacon, the message could change
and it could start approaching another beacon. The idea is
that the coach would direct the robot towards a beacon from
which it is farthest compared to what the distance would be
if the robot player were at the center of the field.



central dist = {D0, D1, . . . , D5}
{d0, d1, . . . , d5} ← player.distance to(beacons)
dist = {d0, d1, . . . , d5}
farthest beacon ← compare(dist, central dist)
while farthest beacon 6= Null do

msg ← farthest beacon
send(msg)
{d0, d1, . . . , d5} ← player.distance to(beacons)
dist = {d0, d1, . . . , d5}
farthest beacon ← compare(dist, central dist)

end
Algorithm 2: Coach’s message passing algorithm to local-
ize robot player

IV. EXPERIMENTS

A. Vision

1) Robot Detection: To aid the process of robot detection
from the coach’s viewpoint, all robot players on the field are
provided jerseys. The robot wearing the jersey can be seen
in Fig. 4. Each team is provided a different jersey color.
The most common colors used by RoboCup teams are Blue
and Pink. Our qualitative results for the best robot detection
using both jersey colors can be seen in Fig. 4. and 5. We
use the run-length encoding based segmentation to detect
blobs of different colors as described by [12]. Initially we
search for all jersey color blobs as main candidates. We then
employ various heuristics on and around those blobs as used
by Menashe et al. [6] to determine the best robot candidate.
Specifically, we focus on the following:

• Jersey color aspect ratio
• Jersey color blob density
• Minimum number of pixels of jersey color blob
• White or robot white pixels on the head above the jersey
• Discarding blobs with presence of beacon like colors

below the jersey
• A minimum percentage of pixels
We perform experiments varying four basic heuristics to

get an ablative analysis of the different features. To perform
experiments we take logs of around 150 images each for
both jersey colors of the robot player in the coach’s view.
The data has variations in the form of varying distance of
the robot player from the coach, different facing directions
(backwards, forwards, sideways) of the player with respect
to the coach’s view and varying head orientation of the coach
(the coach pans its head from left to right). We run our robot
detection algorithm on this dataset and store the detection
results offline (overlayed bounding boxes on raw images).
To get the performance metrics we manually count the true
positives, false positives and false negatives. We find that in
the lab setup the pink jersey works better than the blue jersey
as shown in Table II. The average precision, recall and F-
measure for the pink jersey robot detection is higher than that
for the blue jersey robot detection. This is the reason why
we chose to use a robot with a pink jersey for the purpose
of studying other aspects of this project. One reason we feel

Fig. 4. Robot detection with pink jersey color.

Fig. 5. Robot detection with blue jersey color.

the pink jersey does better is because a lot of dark areas
around the field (under tables, corners of the lab) get assigned
blue color more often along with undefined color in the
color table. We wonder if in the RoboCup competitions the
team with a blue jersey suffers a slight disadvantage. Further
rigorous experiments with a team and in the competition
environment to ascertain if that is at all true. It is important
to note that we don’t tune the color tables extensively to get
these results. We set the color table based on an unbiased
log of image data not used for these experiments and then
run our code once the color table has been set. We show the
results for the best thresholds in Table I.

Further, we perform an analysis to see the effect on robot
detection performance by incrementally adding different
features for detection. The results are shown in Table II. We
find that as we add different heuristics (going down the rows
of the table), the performance measured as the F-score gets
better. The best results are seen when are the heuristics are
combined for both the blue and the pink jersey based robot
players. Almost all the features have a an effect of about 0.02
in improving the final F-score, which makes it convincing to
use all these features in conjunction.



Jersey color Precision Recall F-
measure

Pink Jersey 0.97 0.52 0.68
Blue Jersey 0.79 0.42 0.55

TABLE I
BEST ROBOT DETECTION RESULTS FOR DIFFERENT JERSEY COLORS.

Features Pink Jersey Blue Jersey
Jersey color 0.59 0.50
Jersey and white color 0.58 0.51
Jersey and beacon colors 0.61 0.53
Jersey and green-white % 0.62 0.55

TABLE II
F-MEASURE FOR ROBOT DETECTION VARYING DIFFERENT HEURISTICS.

2) Ball Detection: For ball detection from the coach’s
view, it is important that vision distances obtained from the
vision module be tuned according to the height of the robot.
The config.yaml file on the robot allows for this measurement
to be set. We place the robot approximately 17 inches above
the ground on a chair. A simple orange blob detection
following Veloso’s [12] method is not sufficient to remove
false positives found in the form of balls floating in the air
and balls which are detected too far away from the possible
field limits. Since the robot coach is placed on a fixed
location with respect to the field, the possible ball locations
for detection are limited. This can be taken advantage of
by discarding orange blobs whose distance is beyond 2.5
meters from the coach’s view. Another heuristic which is
very helpful is determining the height of the detected ball by
using the robot’s camera matrix and the ball’s known radius
in the real world. We show some successful qualitative results
for ball detection using both these heuristics in Fig. 6. The
ball is successfully detected at varying distances and false
positives are heavily minimized in the corners.

Fig. 6. Successful ball detection from the coach’s view

Method Precision Recall F score
No heuristics 0.64 0.41 0.50
Distance heuristic 0.70 0.37 0.48
Height heuristic 0.79 0.42 0.55
Distance & height heuristic 0.88 0.51 0.65

TABLE III
BALL DETECTION FROM THE COACH’S VIEW

Fig. 7. False positives for the ball in green and robot player in blue detected
from the coach’s view when all the features described in Section III A and
B are not used.

To see the effect both these heuristics have on the per-
formance of ball detection, we perform ablative analysis for
these features. The results are shown in Table III. When none
of these heuristics are used with only orange blob detection
with basic aspect ratio and density tests, the precision, recall
and F-measure are the lowest. The distance heuristic alone
boosts up precision to 0.7 but the recall is lowered. he height-
based heuristic significantly improves precision to 0.79 from
0.64 while keeping the recall comparatively same. The real
advantage is in using both the features together to eliminate
false positives the final F-measure increases by 0.15 to the
highest value of 0.65. This increase results from a significant
improvement in boh precision and recall. Again for all of
these tests, the color table is set in an unbiased way using a
different log in similar lighting conditions.

B. Localization

We localize the robot player on the field using Algorithm
2 described in Section III E in a field setup 3 metres x 2
meters (Fig. 2). The basic idea is to use the distance between
the robot player and the fixed beacons on the field relative
to the coach’s view to determine where the coach should
approach. We found this approach to not be very reliable
in making the robot player reach the center always. We
find that the robot reaches the center only half the times
and other times tends to take way too long in wandering
around due to errors in detection. The main drawback of
this approach the heavy reliance on distance measurements
from the coach’s view. As the coach spins its head to locate
the robot and the beacons, there tends to be sufficient motion



blur which prevents reliable detection at all times. Though
one advantage was that our robot player’s distance estimates
had a very high variance and were not at all reliable due to
which its particle filter localization did not perform as well,
due to which using the coach’s vision estimates serves as
a better idea. However when compared with another robot
hardware as the robot player, the particle filter qualitatively
reaches the center of the field faster on being kidnapped.
A probabilistic approach like the Kalman filter to track the
robot’s position on the field could work better and would be
an interesting to test for future work.

V. DISCUSSION

In our project, we discover reliable ways to detect robots
and balls from the perspective of a coach. We also find
advantage in using beacons as landmarks on the field to
reliably plan a path for the robot player. However, there
are various limitations. It is uncertain if in the RoboCup
domain, the jersey color has an impact on coach’s ability to
reliably detect and instruct a robot player. Also, to direct a
player towards an obstructed ball, we assume the obstacle is
fixed as there was no way to detect the obstacle (made from
cardboard for the purpose of the demo). Another limitation
is in getting around inaccuracies in world positions obtained
by the coach which are not constant and reliable. Finally,
the coach is not able to localize a player from qualitative
evaluations. Due to robot failures in movement and setup
we could not quantitatively test this. It will be interesting to
check if a statistical approach like the Kalman filter can be
used by the coach to outdo a traditional particle filter of the
robot player itself.

VI. FUTURE WORK

For future work, dynamic graphs with changing ball
location and changing obstacles could be constructed on
the fly to direct a robot in a dynamic environment like a
real soccer field. This would also involve dynamic obstacle
detection (in the form of opponent robots or other objects
on the field). Another direction is to use a particle filter or
kalman filter based approach to localize a robot instead of
beacon distances relative to robot player.
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